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In order to analyze ambush tactics of small units, a
generalization of Lanchester Theory of Combat to a set of
Lanches ter-type equations modeling small force guerilla en-
gagements is used. The tactic investigated is that of the
double ambush, wherein the ambushing force is divided to
stage two sequential ambushes. The withdrawal of the first
ambushing force is assumed to lead a pursuing opponent into
the second ambush. Ambusher force allocation, and decision
rules for withdrawal in the first ambush were varied and
second ambush survivors were used as a measure effective-
ness. Repeated computer solutions of the Lanches ter-based
model permitted general conclusions about certain tactics
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I. SUMMARY
Ambushes appear to be a key element in the new face of
war. The tactics studied in this thesis is use an ambush
to lure the enemy into another ambush. This kind of tactic
can be executed by dividing the ambusher force into two
forces. The first force acts as the bait to induce the
enemy to the second ambush. The problem arises when deci-
sions must be made concerning the allocation of ambusher
forces between the two ambushers and establishment of am-
busher withdrawal time for both engagements.
Models based on Lanchester Equation of Combat which
analytically describe the first and second engagement rela-
tionship provide a planning model to assist the decision-
maker in solving his problem. The combat attrition model
may also be used to determine the f ir s t-ambusher force
size necessary for a successful operations.
In order to analyze various tactical combinations and
situations, the attrition model was computerized to permit
numerical solutions of a small unit engagement. For each
battle investigated, a first ambusher force size and mini-
mum allowable percentage of survivors were varied. The
computer output from 20 different battles was analyzed for
tactical implications rather than specific numerical answers
This generated battle data from an ambusher of force size
twelve and ambushed force of size thirty implied that a

first ambusher force of size two with ambush duration of
0.5 minutes, in combination with withdrawal time of 5.0
minutes of second ambusher force, produced the highest de-
gree of success for the situations examined.
The result of the study showed that this tactic of am-
bush can be modelled and provide a planning model permitting




An ambush is an unexpected attack on an enemy, made
from a hidden place. Ambushes are one of the older tactics
in the long history of war. In recent times, ambushes have
become a widely used technique in Guerrilla Warfare in
which many excellent examples of the concept of ambush may
be found
.
Ambushes are one of the most effective measures for in-
flicting personnel casualties on the enemy. A recent ex-
ample was large scale Viet Cong ambush of a Vietnamese
Marine battalion which was moving from Hue to Dong Ha by
motorized convoy. The action was a classical example of
an ambush and resulted in 137 Vietnamese Marine casualties
[8].
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a planning
model by mathematically describing a particular ambush con-
sisting of two sequential engagements. The ambusher force
is divided into two forces. The first force, after the
first engagement, will lure the enemy to follow into fire
from a second prepared ambush position. In the second en-
gagement, the second force may spring the ambush and then
withdraw at some appropriate time with small parties left
behind to cover the withdrawal. A computer program written
to solve the ambush equations is used to explore effects on
engagement outcomes by the allocation of ambusher personnel

between the two ambushes and the decision rules used for
withdrawal from the first ambush.

III. AMBUSHES
"A few days before Christinas, 1961, a young American
soldier, Sp4 James T. Davis of Livingston, Tennessee, was
riding with ten Vietnamese soldiers in a big 'dence and a
half' truck a dozen or so miles from Saigon. The road was
good, and there was no reason to worry about anything in
particular. Without warning, a huge blast erupted from a
mound of earth at the side of the road, smashing the truck
like a toy, and spewing bloody troops in all directions.
Davis was alive and mad, and his carbine had been loaded.
He managed to empty two magazines of cartridges at the at-
tackers. But the men in the bushes had machine guns. And
so, on December 22, 1961, Specialist Davis became the first
American serviceman to die in combat with Viet Cong. It is
in keeping with the character of this war that Davis died
in an ambush [2]."
Ambushes are used widely in guerilla warfare, and have
been a favorite tactic of small and poorly armed societies
against great powers. It has been written in How Castro
Won by Dickey Chapelle that
11 during the early months of the fighting, the only
military tactic used by the rebels was to ambush small
government patrols for their weapons. As the patrols
grew larger, the rebelde underground furnished mines,
and Fidelistas were able to turn back several punitive
thrusts made at them in the mountains by ringing their
strongholds with the mines [6]."
"An ambush is a surprise attack, by a force lying
in wait, upon a moving or temporarily halted enemy.
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It is usually a brief encounter and does not require
the capture and holding of ground [ 1 ] . "
The success of an ambush will depend upon complete sur-
prise in the attack. This can be achieved by a high degree
of discipline, especially with respect to fire control, and
the ability to break off the attack [13]. In order to dis-
perse rapidly and respond to leadership, a high level of
training is also needed. Without intelligence, the ambush-
er force cannot effectively plan and prepare an ambush. A
force can ambush effectively by having the following, an
extensive intelligence screen, information about opponent
movements coupled with intimate knowledge of the terrain,
and inherent mobility [13]. Most important is the spirit,
tenacity, courage and second training of the individual am-
bushers. The conduct of the ambush showed that the ambush-
ers acted on timely, accurate information which was coordi-
nated into a detailed plan [13].
To some people, the ambush seems an inferior and unfair
form of warfare employed by cowards. It may be all of
these things, but in any fighting, the goal is victory re-
gardless of any rules of war.
An ambush is a tactic that enables the weak to attack
and destroy the strong, particularly when used by highly
skilled military tacticians. Ambush tactics vary with the
type of target and proximity of ambushed force to support-





A deliberate ambush is one which is planned and execu-
ted as a separate operation [1] . The deliberate ambush
tactic which is modeled in this thesis, is an operation
luring an opponent, called ambushed force, into a second
prepared ambush position. This kind of tactic has been
sophisticated to such a degree that the primary ambush is
not the main objective, but itself becomes the bait for a
second and much larger ambush. The ambusher force divides
itself into two forces. The allocation of personnel to
each force is a big problem. Usually, the second force is
larger than the first one and should be large enough to in-
flict heavy casualties on its opponents in a short period
of time. On the other hand, the first force must not be









Figure 1. A possible ambush site.
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The first ambusher force can be placed at known enemy
route as shown in Figure 1. After springing its ambush and
engaging the enemy for a short period of time, the first
ambusher force must withdraw along the selected route. The
time to begin withdrawal from the first engagement is im-
portant because the first ambusher force is very small in
comparison to the opponent. Thus the time of the first en-
gagement should not be too long in order that the first am-
busher force will not be destroyed before withdrawal. In
this thesis, it is assumed that the number of ambusher cas-
ualties and the length of engagement are the decision fac-
tors which determine the time at which withdrawal begins.
The second ambusher force sets itself up in ambush not very
far from the first force, and waits for its opponent. When
its opponent appears in killing area, the second ambush
will be sprung
.
"The ambushers can make the full use of the surprise
and temporary confusion achieved to inflict the maximum
amount of damage on the enemy, and at the same time ensure
a clean break [ 1 ] .
"
Often the time of withdrawal by the second ambusher
force is dependent upon the specific objective of the am-
busher force, and is not based on a predetermined engage-
ment length as is done in this thesis. Frequently, however,
radio communications are good and the ambushed force will
call for help by radio. In this case, the ambushers must
withdraw prior to arrival of reaction forces and thus
13

basing withdrawal time on a predetermined engagement length
seems appropriate.
In the following chapter a mathematical model of an am-
bush will be developed, in which two successive ambushes
are staged and force allocation and withdrawal decision
rules are treated as decision variables.
14

IV. MATHEMATICS OF AMBUSHES
The development of the mathematical model of ambushes
begins with two basic Lanchester equations of combat [5].
The first is the linear law formulation which can be derived
from the case where the attrition caused by one force of
size n per unit of time, -r— , is directly proportional to
the numerical strength, m, of the other force, and vice
versa. The linear law is applicable where the two forces
are concealed from each other so that area fire is used by








ft -. ~K mn < 2 >
where k and k are coefficients reflecting the ability of
n m
each force to kill its opponents, t is the time since the
beginning of the battle.
The solution to these equations yields the result that
when two sides are reduced to zero at the same time,
k m = k n (3)mono
where m and n are the initial numerical strengths of m
o o b
and n respectively.
A second set of equations applies to the case where
combatants attack each other in such manner that units in
each force may take any opponent unit under fire and may
15

shift fire to another enemy unit when desired. Here, the









The solution to these equations yields the result that






= k (n )
2
mo n o
In an effort to develop a model for ambush, Deitchman
proposed a mixed linear-square law for ambushes [10].
Deitchman 's Ambush Model assumes that all members of each
side are armed with the same type of weapon and ambushers
will be firing point fire, while ambushed force will be











In this case k is a point-fire kill coefficient and
n
k is area fire kill coefficient. Deitchman defined the
m
ambusher kill coefficient k as
n
k = r p
n n n
(9)
where r is the rate of fire of each of n's weapons, and
n r
p is the single shot kill probability of each n's weapons
in point fire. Similarly, the ambushed force's attrition
coefficient is defined as
16

m m A (10)
n
where r is the rate of fire of ambushed force, Ae is the
m
area of a target presented by ambushers exposed to fire
and An is the total area in which ambushers are concealed.
That is, the single shot hit probability of ambushed force's
weapons using area fire is the ratio
n
The solution to the equations (7) and (8) gives a mixed
law, and from this it may be shown that the condition for
both sides to be reduced to zero at the same time is
22k n = k (m )no mo (ID
where n and m are the initial strengths of the ambusher
o o
and ambushed forces, respectively.
Deitchman's ambush model allows ambushers to take ad-
vantage of concealment, and can be considered as a reason-
able model for the battle. But, there is some deficiency
in equation (7) and (8) since the attrition coefficients
k and k do not vary with time. This means that ambushed
n m
force cannot take cover, nor can it improve its aiming
capability during the battle.
Schaffer has developed an ambush model which does take
into account changes over time during an engagement [7].
Schaffer's model is sufficiently general to represent a
wide variety of ambush-engagement situations. His model
explicitly treats time variance of weapons efficiency co-
efficients, morale and discipline factors, and supporting
weapons. Schaffer's ambush model for the attrition of an
17





-(l-b)k (t)n c <£ - l) 2d t m n mm
-(1-b ) Z E (t,m)w (t)
m . 1 x
x
(12)
where b and c are constants associated with troop morale
m m
and discipline of ambushed force. The ambusher force of








where r is ambusher rate of fire,
n
p, is the probability of kill given a hit on
n
target,
a is the single-shot radial dispersion of fire,
n
A (t) is the area of ambushed force exposed to fire







In equation (14), A is the steady-state value of minimum
00
presented area by ambushed force who have had time to find
maximum cover, a, reflects the speed with which ambushed
force attains maximum cover, and 3 determines their target
size when the ambush begins at t=0 . The term (1-b ) Z E.
m . x
x
(t,m)w.(t), added to equation (12), represents the casual-




E. are the weapons efficiencies of the amhusher's
1
i types of supporting weapons over time, and
w. are the supporting-weapon strengths of type i
over time.
Ambusher attrition is expressed as
£2. = -k (n,t)m - c (t)(^-l) 2





In equation (15), k (n,t) is time dependent and re-
flects the ambushed force's change from area fire to point
fire by an exponential function
k (n,t) = k M (l-e"Yt ) + k'ne"Yt (16)
m
where y determines the rate of shifting from area fire to
point fire, k' and k" are ambushed force kill effectiveness
when using area fire and point fire, respectively. It can
be seen that, if t=0, equation (16) reduces to
A
k = k'n = r (— ) p. n
m m a kA
n m
(17)
and if t= °° , it reduces to
A
k - k" =
m m
2ttg




where r is ambushed force rate of fire,
m










In equation (15), c (t) and (— 1) represent the act of
breaking off an engagement, and coefficient c (t) is de-
fined as
c (t) = |c |H(t - t ) H(- - 1)
n ' n ' c n
(19)
where H is the unit step function, t is the time required
for the discipline of an ambusher to deteriorate to the
point where he may not fight, and c reflects the training
n
and motivation of ambushers. It can be seen that c (t) is
n
a positive quantity when t > t and — > 1, and is zeror
-t j e
otherwise. The term E E.(t,n)w.(t) added to the equation
(15) represents the ambushed force coefficients of j types
of support weapons where w. is the number of each type j
employed
.
In the following development of the ambush model,
Schaffer's equations will be used and modified as necessary
to reflect the conditions existing in an ambush. It is




The ambusher force of size n is divided such that n
and n„ are the number of ambushers assigned to the first
and second forces respectively. In the first engagement,
a first ambusher force sets an ambush without support
weapons, and breaks off the engagement quickly without us-
ing a rear of guard element. Thus, the coefficient c (t)
in equation (15) can be set at zero. In a short period
20

time of engagement, the ambushed force cannot be supported
by any reaction force. That is, the term I E.(t,n)w.(t)
j
J J
can also be set at zero. Now equation (15) is reduced and
can be considered as the first ambusher force attrition
rate , i.e.,
dn-
-^ = -k (n,t) (20)
at m
Similarly, in the second engagement, second ambusher force
sets an ambush without supporting fire and makes a deli-
berate decision to commence a gradual withdrawal before the
arrival of reaction forces. Thus, the term ZE (t,n)w.(t)
5
J J
can be set at zero. The second ambusher force attrition
can be expressed as
=
-k (n,t) - c (t)(? - l) 2 S (21)dt m n n
B. AMBUSHED FORCE MODEL
Assuming that no desertions or surrenders take place
in the ambushed force and no support weapons are used by
the ambusher forces, the coefficient b and c and the term
m m
Z E.(t,m)w.(t) can be set at zero. From equation (12), the
i
X x
ambushed force attrition then becomes
|H..kn (t) n (22)
The equations (20), (21) and (22) are used as tactical
ambush models in the following chapters.
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V. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE AMBUSH MODEL
In the previous chapter, a model for two-stage sequen-
tial ambushes was developed. The model contains parameters
for which numerical estimates are needed. These parameters
will be discussed and estimates suggested for use in the
ambush model as approximations of actual combat values.
A. INVESTIGATION OF PARAMETERS
For parameters in equations (13), (14), (16) and (19)









a = a =10 mil
n m
Y = 0.516 min , and
c = 1.0
n
This thesis will also follow Schaffer in setting
k' =2.4 x 10 , t =10 min, and p = 0.5 [8]. A maximum
m
rate of fire is 40 rounds per minute, which is the sustained
rate of fire of the M-14 rifle [4]. Other studies have
suggested that the rate of fire, r , should be obtained by
n
multiplying 0.5 to the theoretical rate of fire [11]. Thus,
the rate of fire should be 20 rounds per minute. ' Also, r
m




An ambusher in a prepared defensive area may be con-
sidered a circular target and a radius of 4.95 incbes is
used for the radius of the circular target area [9], This
implies that target area presented by ambusher, Ae , is
20.54 ft . With these parameter values, the ambushed force
kill effectiveness by using point fire, k", can be obtained
by solving equation (18)
.
B. VARIABLES OF BATTLE SIMULATION
The initial ambusher force size is set at twelve men.
The first ambusher force of size n will be varied from 2
to 6 men, such values are chosen as candidate values for
this decision variable. The second ambusher force size, n_,
depends upon the. first ambusher force size, i.e., it varies
from 6 to 12 men. The ambushed force size, m, is set at
thirty men for all engagement simulations. The maximum
length of first engagement is set at 3.0 minutes.
The second ambush duration depends upon withdrawal time
of second ambusher force. This thesis will follow Harden
in assuming an arrival of a reaction force as early as 5
minutes, in this case after the beginning of the second
ambush [12], Thus, the second ambusher force will break
off an engagement at time 5.0 minutes.
C. AMBUSH MODEL RESULTS
A computer program (in Appendix A) used the parameter
values of section A and variable values of section B to
generate a solution to the equations (20), (21) and (22).
23

In the first engagement, the logic of the program was to
find solutions to the ambush equations up to either the
withdrawal time of the first ambusher force or a time con-
straint based upon the minimum number of survivors of the
first ambusher force. The latter was varied, with values
of 50, 60, 70 and 80 percent used. In the second engage-
ment, the equations were solved up to the time when either
side's forces were reduced to zero. The program printed
out the time required to reduce one side to zero, and the
numerical strength of the winning side at the end of the
engagement
.
The result of computer battle simulations are displayed
in Table 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the effect of changes in
the minimum allowable percentage of survivors and the ini-
tial force size for the first ambusher force. For each
second engagement simulation, the result that ambusher force
wins, can be examined.
The total maximum number of survivors, given that am-
busher force win, is seven. The maximum number of survivors
of the second ambusher force is six; this is achieved by
using a first ambusher force of size two and setting the
allowable number of survivors at 50 percent. This means
that if initial size of the ambushed force is 30 and the
total size of the ambusher force is 12, then the first am-
busher force size should be two. On the other hand, the
number of second ambushers should be 10, when the first am-
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to make sure that second ambusher force can win in the
second engagement. In this thesis, the number of casualties
on both sides is measured as expected values. If the first
ambusher force size is one and he is killed before with-
drawal, then the operations has failed because nobody is
left for luring the ambushed force into the second ambush.
Assuming a possible arrival reaction force five minutes
after the start of the second ambusher means that, from the
ambusher's point of view, second ambush duration must be
less than or equal to five. Table 2 shows the result of
second engagement simulation when the second ambusher force
breaks off at time 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 minutes, respectively.
The maximum ratio of number of survivors between the total
ambusher force and ambushed force is 3.5. This supports
the result from Table 1 that the size of first ambusher
force should be 2 and the length of an engagement should be
0.5 minutes, with the minimum allowable number of survivors
50 percent. Thus in the second engagement, the withdrawal





VI. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
It has been shown that the ambusher force and ambushed
force relationship in the two-stage ambushes can be modeled,
and these ambush equations are felt to contain enough
variables to allow a realistic portrayal of many ambush
situations. This is a type of ambush in which the ambusher
force does not need overwhelming superiority of numbers to
win. From Table 1, it was seen that twelve ambushers stand
a reasonable chance of defeating 30 ambushed troops with
small losses to themselves using a kind of ambush in which
ambushers set up decoys in planning their ambushes, and the
second ambush is the main objective. Actually, the second
ambusher force can inflict effectively the maximum amount
of damage on the enemy by using grenades, mines, and per-
fect camouflage [2,1]. Thus, the ambushed force model,
equation (22), showed be changed. As an extension of this
thesis, it is suggested that further application of the
model could be made by modifying the small arms weapon-




This thesis attempted to use reasonable values of the
parameters of the model in order to assure an adequate re-
presentation of this situation involving a small-unit infan-
try battle. The ambushers who fire could be expected to
fire at a high rate initially with a decline to a slower
28

rate to prevent overheating of their rifles [4]. Usually,
automatic guns are used initially at a high rate when an
ambush is sprung. Burnell suggested that during the first
minute when the high value of r is being used [11], the
coefficient k (t) should be
A




where A is the exposed area of one ambushed soldier, and
v
A is the area occupied by the ambushed unit. Then, when
m











In this thesis, it is not implied that present tactics
can or should be changed based on the results of this study
or other present models of combat engagements. However, it
is strongly felt that modeling of military tactics could
produce interesting results which might aid the combat com-




COMPUTER PROGRAM USED TO SOLVE THE
AMBUSH EQUATIONS
This computer program was written in FORTAN IV
language for IBM360 series computer. Preceding the main
program is a list of variables and their definitions.
Comment cards have been used where necessary to explain
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GRAPHS OF FORCE SIZE VS. TIME OF ENGAGEMENT
The outcome of the computer ambush model have been
plotted to illustrate attrition on both sides. Figure 2




TIME OF ENGAGEMENT (MIN)
First ambus her force size is 2
Second ambusher force size is 10
Ambushed force is 30
The time of first engagement is 0.5 min.
The time of second engagement is 5.0 rain.
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